Abstract: We interpret quasi-symmetric functions and noncommutative symmetric functions as characters of a degenerate quantum group obtained by putting q = 0 in a variant of U q (gl N ).
referred to as \the theory of quantum groups at q = 0" allows only to set q = 0 in certain formulas, obtained from the generic case, and involving only polynomials after some normalization. That is to say, the theory of crystal bases does not deal with a degenerate case, but rather describes the combinatorial aspects of the generic case (e.g. the combinatorics of Young tableaux in the case of gl N ). The relation between quantum groups at q = 0 and classical combinatorics was rst pointed out in 4].
One can associate two kinds of quantum algebras to a classical group G. First a q analogue F q (G) of the algebra of polynomial functions on the group (cf. 10]) whose comodules are in duality with polynomial representations of the group. Second a qanalogue U q (g) of the universal enveloping algebra of its Lie algebra 16] .
There exists a non-standard version of F q (GL N ), due to Dipper and Donkin 5] in which the specialization q = 0 is possible. This allowed us to intepret quasi-symmetric functions and noncommutative symmetric functions as characters of F 0 (GL N ) comodules, an exact analogue of the relation between Schur functions and polynomial representations of GL N 21] . Moreover this point of view leads to an interpretation of quasi-symmetric functions similar to the plactic interpretation of symmetric functions introduced by Lascoux and Sch utzenberger in 25] .
The Dipper-Donkin version of F q (GL N ) and the standard one are in fact specializations of a two-parameter quantization discovered by Takeuchi 34] , who also gives the corresponding family U ; (gl N ) of quantized enveloping algebras. Jimbo's quantization corresponds to U q;q (gl N ), and the one appropriate to the Dipper-Donkin algebra is U q;1 (gl N ).
The specialization related to quasi-symmetric functions and noncommutative symmetric functions is U 0 (gl N ) = U 0;1 (gl N ). It is this algebra that we study in this paper.
We describe the basic properties of U q;1 (gl N ), including the quantum Schur-Weyl duality in the generic case, and study the degeneracy at q = 0. We can then prove that distinguished bases of quasi-symmetric functions and of noncommutative symmetric functions are actually characters of irreducible and of indecomposable polynomial modules over the degenerate algebra and we give the classi cation of such modules.
Notations and background
Our notations will be essentially those of 11, 20, 7, 21] . We recall here the most important ones to make this paper self-contained.
Compositions and permutations
A composition of n is a sequence I = (i 1 ; : : :; i r ) of positive integers whose sum is equal to n. The 
Tableaux and quasi-tableaux
Let (A; <) be a totally ordered alphabet. A tableau of ribbon shape I is a skew Young tableau obtained by lling a ribbon diagram R of shape I by letters of A in such a way that each row of r is nondecreasing from left to right and each column of r is strictly increasing from bottom to top. A word w is said to be of ribbon shape I if it can be obtained by reading from top to bottom and from left to right the columns of a tableau of ribbon shape I, which amounts to say that the descent composition of w is I. For example, the ribbon shape of w = aacbacdcd is (3; 1; 3; 2).
A quasi-tableau of ribbon shape I is an object obtained by lling a ribbon diagram r of shape I by letters of A in such a way that each row of r is nondecreasing from left to right and each column of r is strictly increasing from top to bottom. A word is said to be a quasi-ribbon word of shape I if it can be obtained by reading from bottom to top and from left to right the columns of a quasi-tableau of shape I. For example, the word u = aacbabbac is not a quasi-ribbon word since the planar representation of u obtained by writing its decreasing factors as columns is not a quasi-tableau. On the other hand, the word v = aacbacdcd is a quasi-ribbon word of shape (3; 1; 3; 2).
Noncommutative symmetric functions
The algebra of noncommutative symmetric functions 11] is the free associative algebra Sym = QhS 1 ; S 2 ; : : :i generated by an in nite sequence of noncommutative indetermi-nates S k , called complete symmetric functions. For a composition I = (i 1 ; i 2 ; : : : ; i r ), one sets S I = S i 1 S i 2 : : : S ir . The family (S I ) is a linear basis of Sym. Although it is convenient to de ne Sym as an abstract algebra, a useful realisation can be obtained by taking an in nite alphabet A = f a 1 ; a 2 ; : : :g and de ning its complete homogeneous symmetric functions by the generating function 
The R I form a basis of Sym. In the realization of Sym given by equation (1), R I reduces to the sum of all words of shape I 11].
Quasi-symmetric functions
The algebra of noncommutative symmetric functions is in natural duality with the algebra of quasi-symmetric functions introduced by 29, 11] ). This duality can be interpreted as the canonical duality between the Grothendieck groups respectively associated with nite dimensional and projective modules over 0-Hecke algebras 9, 21].
The hypoplactic algebra
The plactic algebra 25] on the totally ordered alphabet A is the C -algebra Pl(A) de ned as the quotient of C hAi by the relations ( aba = baa ; bba = bab for a < b ; acb = cab ; bca = bac for a < b < c :
These relations, due to Knuth 22] , generate the equivalence relation that identi es two words which have the same P-symbol under the Robinson-Schensted correspondence. The associated monoid structure on the set of tableaux was studied by The hypoplactic algebra is a quotient of the plactic algebra where ribbon quasitableaux play the same rôle as Young tableaux in the plactic case. This algebra was introduced in 21] where it is shown that a remarkable commutative subalgebra of the hypoplactic algebra is isomorphic to the character ring of a degenerate quantum group and provides a hypoplactic realization of the algebra of quasi-symmetric functions analogous to the plactic interpretation of ordinary symmetric functions discovered by Lascoux and Sch utzenberger 25]. We will see in Section 7 that the same result holds when one rather considers polynomial modules over the crystalization of the version of Other combinatorial properties of the hypoplactic monoid have been investigated by Novelli 31] . 3 The quantum enveloping algebra U q (gl N ) In this section, we introduce the main object of our study, a variant of the quantized enveloping algebra U q (gl n ) which displays the same behaviour for generic q, but can also be specialized at q = 0. This algebra is essentially Takeuchi's U q;1 (gl N ) 34], with a few modi cations. To allow the specialization q = 0, we have to use non-invertible generators for the Cartan part, to introduce extra relations, and to de ne it only as a bialgebra (no antipode). This algebra, as well as other multiparameter deformations, can be realized by specialization of the di erence operators of 12].
The bialgebra U q (gl N )
De nition 3.1 Let q be an indeterminate or a complex parameter. The crystalizable quantum analogue U q (gl N ) of the universal enveloping algebra of the Lie algebra gl N is the algebra over C (q) generated by the elements (e i ) 1 
Relations (10) are consequences of the other relations when q 6 = 0 and do not play any rôle in the generic case. One has to add them in order to endow U q (gl N ) with a bialgebra structure at q = 0. Note also that the q-Serre relations (7) are exactly those obtained by Ringel 32] in his construction of U q (n + ) via the Hall algebras associated to quivers. In this construction, the parameter q is the cardinality of a nite eld.
The following property is easily checked by a direct calculation.
Proposition 3.2 Let q 2 C . Then U q (gl N ) is a C -bialgebra for the comultiplication and the counity " de ned by The pair ( V ; V ) is called the fundamental representation (or vector representation) of U q (gl N ). Since U q (gl N ) is a bialgebra, one can de ne for every n 2 its n-th tensor power ( n;N ; V n ) by n;N = n V (n) : U q (gl N ) ?! End C (V n ), where (n) denotes the n-fold comultiplication U q (gl N ) ! U q (gl N ) n . 4 The quantum matrix algebra A q (N )
The bialgebra A q (N )
We denote by A q (N) the C (q)-algebra generated by the N 2 elements (x ij ) 1 i;j N subject to the de ning relations :
x il x jk = q x jk x il for 1 i j N; 1 k < l N ; x ik x jk = x jk x ik for 1 i; j; k N ;
x jl x ik ? x ik x jl = (q ? 1) x jk x il for 1 i < j N; 1 k < l N : (11) This algebra is a quantization of the bialgebra of polynomial functions on the variety of N N matrices over C . It is the specialization GL q;1 (N) of Takeuchi 4.2 The quantum diagonal algebra An important subalgebra of A q (N) is the quantum diagonal algebra (or quantum torus) q (N). It is a q-analogue of the algebra of polynomial functions on a maximal torus of GL N . As such, it occurs in the character theory of Hecke algebras, of A q (N) and of U q (gl N ) (cf. Section 6.2 and 21]). De nition 4.1 The quantum diagonal algebra (or quantum torus) q (N) is the subalgebra of A q (N) generated by the diagonal elements x 11 ; : : :; x NN .
In 21], we conjectured the following presentation of q (N) for q 6 = 0; 1: 
Duality between A q (N ) and U q (gl N )
For any q 2 C , the bialgebras A q (N) and U q (gl N ) are in duality, in a sense to be made precise below. According to the general theory of bialgebras (cf. 19]), the dual U q (gl N ) of U q (gl N ) has a canonical algebra structure, de ned by the convolution product ' = (' ) for '; 2 U q (gl N ) , where is the multiplication map (g h) = g h, g; h 2 U q (gl N ).
De ne linear functionals (a ij ) 1 i;j N 2 U q (gl N ) as the matrix coe cients of the vector representation, i.e. V (g) = (a ij (g)) 1 i;j N for g 2 U q (gl N ). The following result is stated in 34]. (a il a jk )(g) = q (a jk a il )(g) for i j; k < l ; (a ik a jk )(g) = (a jk a ik )(g) for every i; j; k ;
(a jl a ik )(g) ? (a ik a jl )(g) = (q ? 1) (a jk a il )(g) for i < j; k < l :
hold for every g 2 U q (gl N ). For g = 1 or g = a rs , this is easily checked by direct calculations. Now, one has
for every g; h 2 U q (gl N ) and a; b 2 C (q), so that it su ces to check that (QR(g)) holds for g a product of generators of U q (gl N ). This is done by induction on the degree of g by means of the following lemma.
Lemma 4.4 Let 1 i; j; k; l N. Then,
(a ik a jl )(g e I ) = (a ik a j;l?1 )(g) a l?1;l (e I ) + (a i;k?1 a jl )(g) a ll (k I ) a k?1;k (e I ) ; (a ik a jl )(g f I ) = (a ik a j;l+1 )(g) a l+1;l (f I ) a kk (k I+1 ) + (a i;k+1 a jl )(g) a k+1;k (f I ) ; (a ik a jl )(g k I ) = (a ik a jl )(g) a kk (k I ) a ll (k I ) ; (12) for every g 2 U q (gl N ) and I 2 1; N] (when it makes sense).
Proof of the lemma { The three equations (12) (1) g (2) :
From the de nition of (e I ), we have (a ik a jl )(g e I ) = X (g) a ik (g (1) ) a jl (g (2) e I ) + X (g) a ik (g (1) e I ) a jl (g (2) k I ) :
But (13) shows that a pq (g e I ) = N X r=1 a pr (g) a rq (e I ) = a p;q?1 (g) a q?1;q (e I ) since a rq (e I ) is necessary zero when r 6 = q ? 1. Likewise, we get a pq (g k I ) = N X r=1 a pr (g) a rq (k I ) = a pq (g) a(k I ) :
These last two equalities imply that (a ik a jl )(g e I ) = X (1); (2) a ik (g (1) ) a j;l?1 (g (2) ) a l?1;l ( e I ) + X (1); (2) a i;k?1 (g (1) ) a k?1;k ( e I ) a jl (g (2) ) a ll ( k I ) = X (1); (2) a ik (g (1) ) a j;l?1 (g (2) ) a l?1;l ( e I ) + X (1); (2) a i;k?1 (g (1) ) a jl (g (2) ) a k?1;k ( e I ) a ll ( k I ) = (a ik a j;l?1 )(g) a l?1;l ( e I ) + (a i;k?1 a jl )(g) a k?1;k ( e I ) a ll ( k I ) ; which is the desired identity. . Such a duality can also be worked out for U q (gl N ). The double commutant theorem will break down at q = 0, but one can still give a weaker statement, which will allow us to interpret quasi-symmetric functions and noncommutative symmetric functions as characters of U 0 (gl N ).
The (Iwahori) Hecke algebra H n (q) of type A n?1 is the C (q)-algebra generated by the n?1 elements (T i ) 1 
for 1 i n ? 2 ;
For generic complex values of q, the Hecke algebra H n (q) is isomorphic to C S n ] (the standard presentation is obtained for q = 1) and hence semi-simple, except when q = 0 or when q is a root of unity of order n. The representation theory at q = 0 is described by noncommutative symmetric functions and quasi-symmetric functions 9, 7, 21], whilst the case of a primitive k-th root of unity is described by the canonical basis of the basic representation of the quantum a ne algebra U q ( b sl k ) 23, 1]. 
Tensor representations of Hecke algebras
Following 5, 8], we introduce a variant of Jimbo's right action of H n (q) on V n 16], de ned by
The commutant theorem
We denote by n;N the representation of H n (q) in End C (V n ) de ned by this action. One can check that n;N commutes with n;N . For generic q, one has a stronger property:
Theorem 5.1 Let q be a nonzero complex number which is not a non trivial k-th root of unity for some k n. The two subalgebras n;N (H n (q)) and n;N (U q (gl N )) of End C (V n ) are then commutant of each other. This result is well-known for the standard version of U q (gl N ) 16] and can be obtained by straightforward modi cations of its standard proofs. However, since the details are not easily available in the literature, we provide below a complete proof, relying on some calculations of independent interest. Let A ! denote the commutant of a subalgebra A of End C (V n ). Under our assuptions on q, the Hecke algebra H n (q) is semi-simple (cf. 6]), and so is its image under n;N . Therefore, n;N (H n (q)) !! = n;N (H n (q)) : It follows that it su ces to prove that n;N (H n (q)) ! = n;N (U q (gl N )) and since the actions of H n (q) and U q (gl N ) on V n commute, it su ces in fact to show that n;N (H n (q)) ! n;N (U q (gl N )) : (14) Let us now investigate the structure of n;N (H n (q)) ! . Consider an arbitrary endomorphism M of End C (V n ). In the sequel, we shall denote the images under M of the elements of the canonical basis of V n as follows M( J ) = (for the lexicographic order).
Let us turn back to the proof of (14) . It remains to show that all the M I;J belong to n;N (U q (gl N )). For I = (i 1 ; : : : ; i n ) 2 1; N] n , we denote by T(I) = (p 1 ; : : :; p N ) the vector of N N de ned by p k = Card f j 2 1; n]; i j = k g Let S(I) be the set formed by all the components i k of I. With a vector L 2 N N such that jLj = n, we associate the endomorphism Id L of End C (V n ) de ned by
We associate in the same way to every non empty subset S It follows from Lemma 5.2 that Id L belongs to n;N (U q (gl N )) for every L 2 N N such that jLj = n. Let now (I; J) be a pair of compositions in C n;N and let f I;J be an element of n;N (H n (q)) ! mapping J to fI 1 g : : : fI N g. Using the characteristic property (16), we see that M I;J = f I;J M T(J);T(J) = f I;J Id T(J) : Hence, to prove that every M I;J belongs to n;N (U q (gl N )), it su ces to show that there exists for every pair (I; J) in C n;N an element f I;J of n;N (U q (gl N )) that maps J to fI 1 g : : : fI N g. Let n;N (q) (resp. U ? n;N (q) be the subalgebra of End C (V n ) generated by the n;N (e i ) (resp. n;N (f i ). We are now in a position to prove by induction on d(I) ( Using (17), one can check that d(J) < d for all the compositions J involved in the terms fJ 1 g : : : fJ N g of this last expression. We can now conclude that the desired property holds for I 0 by using the same argument as in the previous case. This ends therefore the proof.
Note 5.5 The proof of Theorem 5.1 can be divided into two parts : the rst one is based on the introduction of the Cartan subalgebra of U q (gl N ) that allows to separate the multihomogeneous components of V n ; the second one consists in the exploration of these components using the e i and the f i operators. It is also interesting to notice that The U q (gl 2 )-module U q (gl 2 ) 112 .
This module is here represented as a C -automaton (see 2]). We did not display the action of the k i which is diagonal. In terms of automata theory, the last part of the proof amounts to show that the automata obtained in this way are minimal.
Note 5.6 Theorem 5.1 is not true when q is a non trivial n-th root of unity for some k n. The smallest counterexample is found for n = 2, N = 2 and q = ?1. One can check that the dimension of 2;2 (U ?1 (gl 2 )) is equal to 7, whilst the dimension of the commutant of 2;2 (H 2 (?1)) is equal to 10.
Note 5.7 When q = 0, the proof of Theorem 5.1 shows that the commutant of 2;N (H 2 (0)) is always equal to 2;N (U 0 (gl N )). This is not true anymore for n 3. The smallest counterexample is found for n = 3 and N = 3. One can check that ( dim C 2;3 (U 0 (gl 3 )) = 19 < dim C 2;3 (H 3 (0)) ! = 20 ; dim C 2;3 (H 3 (0)) = 5 < dim C 2;3 (U 0 (gl 3 )) ! = 7 :
6 Polynomial U q (gl N )-modules and their characters 6.1 Irreducible polynomial modules in the generic case De nition 6.1 A polynomial U q (gl N )-module of degree n is a submodule of V n .
In this section we assume that q is a complex number which is neither zero nor a non trivial k-th root of unity for some k n. where is the conjugate partition of . The element Y (q) is an idempotent (up to a non zero element of C (q)) of H n (q).
The family (H n (q) Y (q)) `n is a complete system of H n (q)-irreducible modules. Since H n (q) is semi-simple, it follows from Theorem 5.1 that the family of U q (gl N )-
where runs over all partitions of n, is a complete system of irreducible polynomial U q (gl N )-modules of degree n.
Characters of polynomial U q (gl N )-modules
In the classical case, the character of a polynomial representation of GL N can be regarded as a polynomial function on the group GL N . In the quantum case, it is natural to de ne the character as an element of the deformed function algebra A q (N). However, n;N (U 0 (gl N )) is not semisimple, the modules S (V ; 0) of the preceding section are in general no longer irreducible, and we have to look for the simple composition factors of V n (the irreducible polynomial modules) and its indecomposable direct summands. These modules can be constructed in the same way as the irreducible modules and the principal indecomposable projective modules of the 0-Hecke algebra. Proposition 7.2 N I is an indecomposable U 0 (gl N )-module. Its character is the sum R I (x 11 ; : : : ; x NN ) of all words of ribbon shape I over f x 11 < : : : < x NN g. Moreover, N I has a canonical ltration, whose levels are described by the quantum quasi-symmetric functionsR I of 35].
Proof { As shown in 21], a linear basis of N I is given by n w = w2 (I ) for w 2 R(I). Iterating this procedure, we obtain the required composition series.
To see this, it is su cient to observe that if n w 0 = f i (n w ) or e i (n w ), the only case where std (w 0 ) = std (w) arises when f i acts on the rightmost i, or when e i acts on the leftmost i + 1. Therefore, in f i n w or e i n w , there is at most one term n w 0 such that std (w 0 ) = std (w). Taking into account the inversion numbers of the std (w) labelling the composition factors of N I , one can de ne q-analogues of the quasi-symmetric expansions of the commutative images of the ribbons R I . These are the same as the ones de ned in 35] by means of quantum quasi-symmetric functions, which correspond to canonical ltrations of the indecomposable projective H n (0)-modules. (ii)The N I form a complete family of indecomposable polynomial U 0 (gl N )-modules which are direct summands of some V n . The noncommutative analogues of quasi-ribbon functions arising in Proposition 7.2 form a linear basis of a commutative subalgebra of the hypoplactic algebra. This subalgebra is isomorphic to the algebra of quasi-symmetric functions and plays therefore the rôle of the character ring of polynomial U 0 (gl N )-modules. Similarly, the algebra of noncommutative symmetric functions is a Grothendieck ring for \projective" polynomial U 0 (gl N )-modules (i.e. direct summands of some V n ). The noncommutativity of this ring re ects the fact that at q = 0, the tensor products M N and N M are actually not isomorphic.
